
CRT Rural Supplies and Hardware Business for Sale Sydney

For Sale
Location: Sydney
Asking: $249,000 + SAV
Type: Retail Other

Contact:
Ian Jones
0402 111 500 or 1300 276 537

aubizbuysell.com.au/66091

Business Brokers Network
Australia
Broker Ref: 2189 

CRT Rural Supplies and Hardware in NSW PRICED TO
SELL! - MBB
About the business: 
The business is a diversified rural services provider and CRT dealership that has been successfully
servicing the rural sector in the Liverpool Plains region for 38 years. Located in the heart of the
Liverpool Plains of NSW, this well-established and profitable Rural Supplies Business, CRT Dealership
and Thrifty Link Hardware retailer is deeply entrenched and respected in the local community. The
business operations currently encompass three main departments that include; Grain Trading;
Fertilizer (bulk and bagged); and Rural Supplies, Merchandise & Hardware; The products sold through
the departments include; Rural Supplies Hardware, bagged Grain & Stock Feed, Animal Health, Pet
Care, Clothing & Outdoor, Equine Supplies, Gardening & Nursery Products. The business meets the
region\'s growing demand for quality domestic, commercial and agricultural product and has a strong
focus in numerous agricultural industries including; farmers & graziers, both broad acre cropping and
the smaller operator, the equine industry, the building trade plus benefits from the flow on and
increasing demand from mining activity in the region. 

About the opportunity: 
There are huge opportunities to grow the business which could include expanding its focus and
distribution to include other products and markets. It is expected that a focused and driven owner
operator could achieve greater efficiencies, higher sales and improved profits. Features of the business
include; Quality, valuable assets with a replacement value estimated at circa $140,000 included in the
sale. 
Turnover circa $2.2M pa. 

If you are interested in finding out more about this quality opportunity, visit
www.merchantbrokers.com.au 
simply register online for more information or call Ian Jones on 1300 BROKER or 0402 111 500. 

Enquire online at: aubizbuysell.com.au/66091
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